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Proximity to road sign to be confirmed through test run.

Load bearing surface or plates to be laid in over-run area.
Two chevron sign to be socketed.
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Two lit chevron signs to be socketed.
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One bollard and road sign to be removed.
Existing over-run area to be utilised.
Two socketed lit chevron sign to be removed during deliveries.
One road sign plate to be removed or turned during deliveries.
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One road sign to be removed.
One bollard to be over-sailed by blade-tip.

Load bearing surface to be laid in over-run area.
Two chevron signs to be removed.

Loads to over-sail section of barrier.
Height checks required to confirm suitable clearances available. Loads to utilise existing over run area.

Vegetation to be cleared.
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Load bearing surface to be laid in over-run area.
Three road signs to be relocated.
Three bollards to be removed.
Limits of adoption to be confirmed.
Vegetation to be cleared.
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Trees, vegetation, one road sign and fence to be removed. SPR have land rights at this location.

Load bearing surface to be laid in overrun area.
Blade tip to over-sail fence.
Tree to be removed.
SPR have land rights at this location.
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Tree canopy to be trimmed.

Embankment height to be confirmed suitable for load over-sail during test-run.

Tree canopy to be trimmed.
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Trees to be removed within oversail area.
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One road sign to be removed.

Load bearing surface to be laid in over-run area.
Existing over-run and over-sail areas to be reused.
SPR to confirm extents of land under option from as-built drawings.
Existing fence to be removed.
Two road signs and one telegraph pole to be removed.
SPR have land rights at this location.

Raise superwing carrier to full height to avoid parapet.
Parapet reductions may be required.

One road sign to be removed.
Fence and gate to be set-back.
Stone wall to be over-sailed.
SPR have land rights at this location.
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- Load bearing surface to be laid in over-run area.
- Tarmac area to be repaired.
- Land to be re-profiled to carriageway level.
- Ditch to be culverted.
- Utilities to be protected.
- Section of crash barrier to be set-back.
- Trees and vegetation to be cleared.
- SPR have land rights at this location.
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One sign and telegraph pole to be removed.
Vegetation to be cleared.
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Load bearing surface to be laid in over-run area.
Tarmac area to be repaired.
Land to be re-profiled to carriageway level.
Ditch to be culverted.
Utilities to be protected.
Section of crash barrier to be set-back.
Trees and vegetation to be cleared.
SPR have land rights at this location.
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One road sign and fence to be removed.
Blade tip to over-sail stone wall. SPR have land rights at this location.

All temporary signs to be removed.